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A DIGITAL
JOURNEY

2020 heralds the arrival of a new decade. For the NHS it brings
a renewed commitment to deliver the digital hospital, but
embedding technology into the hospital’s operations is not
just about investing in the latest scanners and other medical
equipment. Pulse finds out why managing patient flow efficiently
has to be at the heart of any digital hospital model.
Think for a moment about how
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of the increasing challenges faced
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To accelerate this programme he
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Patient flow management

Iveson,

portering

Business

to the digitisation of the NHS, saying:

Richard

critical

“The main issue is to prioritise jobs

“Transforming
patient flow
into a digital
model involves
integration and
interoperability
across systems
and processes”
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Improving the flow of outpatients
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Flow Manager is only part of the

to the hospital, Intouch with Health
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digital hospital solution from Intouch

The new Chase Farm Hospital,
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time. Using their mobile phone,
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NHS they are often afraid of making
those decisions that will introduce
change. The advice from those who
have led this process of change at
Chase Farm and Aintree University
Hospital is to share your vision, be
honest and engage at every stage of the
process and senior management then
need to hold their nerve and not allow
doubters to sway their vision.
Ensure that in all communications
MyPorter Screen Tasks per hour

and marketing of these changes are
positioned as measures to improve

MyPorter Screen Task status

the patient experience, care and
safety and not as a cost improvement
programme, which makes it more
attractive to clinicians.
improve the patient experience and

problems for Trusts across the country,

Don’t be put off by suggestions that

drive efficiencies for hospital staff.

this is a perfect example of the use of

patients - particularly the elderly - may

Working with Intouch with Health,

technology providing an opportunity

struggle to understand and use the new

Chase Farm has transformed the way it

to redeploy staff into other operational

technology, because both Chase Farm

manages its outpatient services, utilising

areas of the hospital.

and Aintree University Hospital report
that this has not been a problem.

kiosk technology to remove the need

Chase Farm is a new hospital
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A final word of advice from Peter

hub used by clinical staff to identify a

transformation into older buildings -

Beaumont, Sales Director of Intouch

patient’s arrival in a given waiting area or

harder, but not impossible.

with Health: “Don’t just invest in the
Hospital

solution because it looks good but

Among the efficiencies achieved

has also optimised the patient’s

because you believe in the benefits and

through the new patient management

journey with a complete end-to-

don’t just introduce the technology

system are: the elimination of queues;

end integrated pathway that begins

and then move onto another project -

clinicians can see where the patient is in

with Dr. Doctor, uses Flow Manager,

the benefits need to be managed.”

the system; staff no longer repeat tasks

Synopsis

unnecessarily; live data means staff can

electronic letters utilising Synertec.

Next steps

respond quickly; and more patient-

The outpatient flow at the hospital is

In our increasingly virtual world it is

facing time has been released.

now quieter and slicker.

hardly surprising that the future is likely

Aintree

sub reception.

In

addition,

the

number

University

and

follows

up

with

to include virtual solutions - such as

of

receptionists in outpatients has been

Overcoming challenges

virtual consultations - and increased

reduced from 28 formerly to just

It will come as no surprise to most

deployment of artificial intelligence to

two. As the NHS faces a workforce

that people are said to be the biggest

enable the wealth of data that is being

crisis across all disciplines with staff

challenge for digital transformation.

collected to be processed and used for

shortages cited as one of the biggest

People are afraid of change and in the

the benefit of patients.

“Just a few
minutes lost
on individual
portering
tasks … can,
over the
course of a
day, add up
to the loss of
many hours
of clinical
time”
Patient flow management
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